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A professional. A n AGC builder who
can take all the responsibility of
producing your j o b f r o m beginning to end.
A builder who can guarantee costs and quality before construction.
An AGC builder is an individual y o u can rely on. He's a professional
who'U stand between y o u and a million uncertainties, and make
sure y o u r job is completed on time at the lowest possible cost.
But most of all he's a businessman, like y o u , who knows the importance
of sound business practices. A n d who 11 apply his years of know-how
and experience to making sure construction proceeds smoothly f o r y o u .
As a member of the Associated General Contractors of V i r g i n i a ,
he can o f f e r y o u skill, responsibility
and integrity. A n d that's a pretty good
reason f o r selecting a builder,
and a good foundation to build on.
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A pair of wild-card losers — Ira M. Lechner tor the Democrats and Guy. 0, Farley, Jr. for tfie
Republicans — made life interesting in Democratic and Republican nominating conventions in late
May and early June at the Virginia Beach Pavilion.
First, Republican J. Marshall Coleman and Democrat Charles S. Robb won their parties' nominations for governor by acclamation; but Lechner and Farley, struggling to get on their parties' tickets
as candidates for lieutenant governor, put on splendid shows.
Though they are at opposite ends of the political spectrum, they have similarities. Each is a former
member of the Virginia House of Delegates; each exerted a strong fascination on the floor of the
convention; each can play a crucial role in his party's campaign for governor this fall. Finally, each
brought into the political system persons who never before had attended nominating conventions.
Republican Farley, who had switched from the Democratic Party not long after he was born again
in his religion, came to Virginia Beach as the choice of the Moral Majority followers of Lynchburg
evangelist Jerry Falwell.
A word of caution here. Like most blanket terms. Moral Majority doesn't cover a leg here, and an
elbow there. During the Republican convention several delegates assured me that while they were
Christians, they did not consider themselves with the Moral Majority.
As for Lechner, he had been telling us for months that he was bringing converts into the
Democratic Party, but most observers discounted that as campaign rhetoric. Many had assumed
that Lechner's surprising show of strength among delegates prior to the convention was a resurgence of the regular Democratic liberals, a last hurrah of the leftists before they were submerged by
the moderates and conservatives.
And let's note here, too, that a liberal in Virginia would be in the middle of the road in many states.
One of Mr. Lechner's moderate critics conceded, "Ira ought to be running in Maryland. He'd be in the
mainstream there."
Yet ranging around the convention floor one became aware that Lechner had been factual in
describing his followers as recruits. Few had done more than vote in previous elections. Nor did they
fall under any particular label or age grouping. They ranged from idealistic youngsters through
those in the middle years to senior citizens.
That many were green was brought home to me when I came upon two middle-aged women—and
my measure of the middle ages is rapidly climbing toward 60—both of whom live across the
meadow from my house. I'd as soon have expected to find them prancing down the ramp at Atlantic
City, backed by Bert Parks' dentures, as to have them turn up in the Pavilion at the Democratic
Convention.
Yet there they were, complaining, when I found them because so many delegates were not paying
attention to the speaker at the rostrum. Though the three of us are friends, who chat at least once a
week, I'd sooner have expected them to be discussing decoupage than to be participating in the
Democratic Convention.
The truth is. Lechner surprised most of the press. As a member of the General Assembly from
Arlington, he espoused vigorously, and without much success, some difficult, offbeat issues, such
as a bill for death with dignity. He resigned to run in the Democratic primary for lieutenant governor
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in 1977, a campaign marked in many persons
minds by his 300-mile walk across Virginia from
the City of Chesapeake to Arlington. The tendency was to dismiss it as a stunt and Lechner
as a lightweight.
In 1977 he placed third with 132,000 votes,
behind Major Reynolds with 150.000 votes and
Charles S. Robb with 180,000. Lechner spent
$100,000 "without buying a single second on
television," and his opponents between them
spent a million.
"I had just about paid off the debts from that
campaign late last year when I started on this
little quest," he told a reporter the day before the
convention at Virginia Beach.
Lechner's success in the district conventions
resulted in part from his organizing skill. Even
when he was footing across Virginia in 1977 he
was making friends on whom to call in his next
campaign. He keyed on issues that aroused
segments in the electorate and bound them into
a campaign force. Lechner's way was to call
upon a friend well-versed on a particular issue,
to gather others of his persuasion for a heart-toheart talk with the candidate. Soon they were
working for him.
At the convention a fiscal conservative from
Norfolk, opposing the building of an oil refinery
on the opposite shore in Portsmouth, would be
sitting by a Northern Virginia liberal who wished
to see the members of the utility-rate regulating
State Corporation Commission elected rather
than appointed. They were like a maze of tracks
in a giant railroad switchyard—and Lechner
held the switch.
His magnetism helps. He is not unusually prepossessing in appearance. Of average height,
slim, dark, he has an air of urgency not ordinar-

ily seen in Virginia politics. In Virginia, candidates are so laid-back and languid they might
address audiences from a hammock. Many
commentators noted Lechner's birth in New
York City and then they skipped to his campaign
as if he had jumped full-fledged from north to
south.
Son of a job printer who struggled during the
Depression and swore by Harry Truman, Lechner worked for Truman in 1948. He also learned
a lot of the underdog working in a 135-degree
heat in a dry cleaning factory.
He came with a friend to Randolph-Macon
College in Ashland where he organized the
state's first Young Democratic Club, became
editor of the campus newspaper, and earned a
Phi Beta Kappa Key before going to Yale for a
law degree. After four years in the army, spent
mostly in the Pentagon, he began practicing law
in Northern Virginia and Washington.
When the U.S. Supreme Court issued the
school desegregation ruling in 1954, young
Lechner wrote an editorial for the campus
newspaper urging Virginians to comply. Applying for a Rhodes Scholarship from RandolphMacon some months later, he submitted the editorial along with other material to the board of
Virginia judges in Richmond.
"You've got a lot to learn about Virginia, boy,"
an elderly board member told him.
Then, Lechner recalled the other day, the
judge said it was outrageous that someone from
the North would come to Randolph-Macon and
tell Virginians how to conduct themselves.
"I was crushed," Lechner said.
He left the interview and was walking down
Broad Street when another member of the panel,
Richmond Times-Dispatch editor Virginius Dabney, caught up with him.

A penny saved
can cost
you money.

"He had come running after me—I was almost
a block away—and he put his arm around my
shoulder and said not to mind what the other
member had said, that many decent people in
Virginia understood what the Brown decision
meant and that the law would be followed. Dabney told me not to let that reception discourage
me about Virginia. It was one of the most moving moments of my life, and in some small measure pushed me to work for change."
Lechner became involved in litigation to erase
discrimination from Virginia laws and led in registering a record number of blacks to vote for
Lyndon Johnson in 1964. In 1965, in Harper vs.
Virginia Board of Education, he prosecuted the
case that resulted in the U.S. Supreme Court
abolishing the poll tax in state elections. In 1973.
he won a seat in the Virginia House of Delegates,
was re-elected without opposition in 1975, and
resigned in 1976 to run for lieutenant governor
and has been running ever since.
In the Virginia Beach convention, former
Portsmouth Mayor Richard J. Davis outpolled
Lechner 2,074 to 1,258. A third nominee. State
Senator Dudley J. Emick Jr. of Botetourt had
237. Lechner's speech, the convention's most
emotional moment, drew almost continuous
applause, even during a mere listing of the kinds
of people who had supported him.
The Democrats had resolved the problem of
how to avoid a fight over a platform simply by
not having a platform; but Lechner, calling out
the issues, had the delegates respond to each
with a single clap; and so gained an informal
hearing.
Then Lechner made a conciliatory gesture
that other liberal losers had not been capable of
extending in past elections. "While there is a
(Continued on page 37)

Y o u may be able to find Professional Liability Insurance Coverage for your architectural or engineering
practice for less money, but you won t find a program that works as hard or does as much for you as
CNA's Architects' and Engineers' Professional
Liabilitv- Insurance, administered by Victor 0.
Schinnerer& Company, Inc.
We've been in the business a lot longer than any
other company that provides this type of coverage.
We've worked-every step of the way with AIA and
NSPEL PEPP to develop a program that an.swers your
specific needs.
Ours is the most comprehensive professional
liability insurance program available, with special
features like the Deductible Credit Plan, First Dollar
Defense Cost Coverage and Fully Retroactive Coverage.
So when you're looking for Professional Liability
Coverage, don't forget to check what you're getting
for your money What you give up to save a little now
could cost you a lot later.
The CNA Architects' and Engineers' Professional Liability Program
is commended by itie American Institute o( Architects and the
National S<x-iely of Professional Engineers/ PEPP
Victor O

Schimerer

&.CDmpany Inc Ask your broker for details
The First /s Still The Best
Program Administrators & Underwriting Managers
5028 Wisconsin Ave.. N.W.
Washmgton, D.C. 20016
Phone:(202)686-2850
55 E. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Phone: (312)939-1202
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T h e Associated G e n e r a l Contractors of Virginia
President Reagan Accepts Man of the Year Award
from
The Associated General Contractors of America

Ival R. Clanchette, president of the Associated
General Contractors of America (AGC), tfie nation's largest construction trade association,
presented the association's Man of the Year
Award to President Ronald Reagan for his "Skill,
Integrity and Responsibility" (the motto of the
association). President Reagan accepted the
award on March 16. during a special session of
the 62nd annual AGC convention held in Washington D.C.
Noting that Mr. Reagan has already demonstrated his commitment to reducing the burden
of regulation that had been imposed on the construction industry. President Chianchette said
that. "The President's actions have begun to
restore the confidence that the business community and the American public must have in
government."
AGC has come out in full support of President
Reagan's proposed tax and spending cuts despite the fact that these cuts call for a minimum
reduction of $18.2 billion in federal expenditures
for construction.
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AGC of Virginia Board ti^embers in session.

AGC of Virginia
Spring Board IVIeeting
Personalities
Williamsburg. April 27 & 28

Ken Wooldridge of VPI/SU

National AGC Director.
Robert hJi. Danville of
Robt. /W, Dunville&Bros..
Richmond and Director
George Clarke of Kenbridge Constr. Co.. Kenbridge.

Blacksburg.

President of Northern Va. AGC. Jack Downey of
Buildex Design. Inc. Alexandria.

AGC Director George Clarke of Kenbridge Constr. Co.. Kenbridge and AGC Director Ellis Tusing of Ellis & Company.
Harrisonburg.

James F. Duckhardt. Executive Director AGC of Virginia and
AGC/Va. President H. H. "Sandy" Frazier. Frazier Construction Co.. Inc., AltaVista.
8
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Shown at the meeting and banquet, on this page, are: 1. Mrs. F. Warren
Martin (Charlotte), Martin/Horn. inc.. Charlottesville and Mrs. Ellis Tusing
(Deborah). Ellis & Co., Harrisonburg: 2. AGC/VA 1st Vice President Jack
Bays of Jack Bays. Inc.. McLean: 3. Central District Director and Mrs.
Raymond Wingo and James F. Duckhardt. Executive Director. AGC/Va.:4.
Mrs. George Clarke (Jane)—Kenbridge Constr. Co., Kenbridge. Mrs. Preston Walker (Helen)—Preston Walker Electric Co.. Fairfax. Mrs. Jack Bays
(6inny)—Jack
Bays. Inc., McLean, and Mrs. Jack Downey
(Marilyn
Eddy)—Buildex Design. Inc.. Alexandria:5. Mrs. L J. Schelter(Edna).
wife
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of the Assistant Executive Director, AGC/Va. with Preston Walker of
Preston L. Walker Electric Co., Fairfax: 6. Mr. & Mrs. Ron Cronise. S. Lewis
Lionberger Co.. Roanoke, with AGC/Va. Assistant Executive
Director.
Louis J. Schelter: 7. Mr. & Mrs. John R. Houck. John R. Houck. Co..
Richmond, and Mr. & Mrs Ed Jennings. Liphart Steel Co.. Verona: 8. Mr. &
Mrs. Earl Morin. Newport News Industrial. Newport News: 9. Mr. & Mrs.
Ellis Tusing. Ellis & Co., Harrisonburg,
and Mr. & Mrs. Robert Kersey.
Commercial Builders. Inc.. Norfolk: and 10. Mr. & Mrs. John Wimer. SmithWimer. Inc.. Lynchburg.
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Another New Title for Aaron J. Conner

'LIFE DIRECTOR, AGC OF AMERICA'
Aaron J. Conner was named a Life Director of tlie Associated General
Contractors at the March convention of the Association in Washington.
D.C This honor was one more fitting recognition for the man who. quietly
and efficiently, sets high standards for himself and the organizations and
companies he touches, then goes about seeing that the goals are reached
His approach to achievement does not appear to be that of one who
drives others, nor does he seem to be a compulsive achiever. He acts out
of experience and with an instinct for what will work best—and it almost
always does! He chooses people with his land of integrity for leadership
positions.
Those who l<now him well believe much of his success comes about
because he cares—about people, his customers, products, and projects:
about his church and community: and about the organizations he serves.

i
Aaron J, Conner's life as a contractor started
in 1935 when he began working with the Civil
Aeronautics Authority constructing airway communications facilities. These were radio range
stations, intermediate landing fields, traffic
control buildings, and airway beacon towers.
His work included facilities on the WashingtonNashville section. Washington-Dallas airway,
airway facilities on the Boston-Bangor, MaineBoston to Montreal, and Washington-Pittsburgh
airway.
In 1939, Congress decided that air force accounts should be curtailed and that new airway
facilities would be constructed on a competitive
bid basis. Aaron J. Conner General Contractor
came into being in August 1939 and began construction work for the Civil Aeronautics Authority, doing basically the same kind of work as
before the Congressional decision.
He had married Lila K. Rhodes in 1935, and his
bride traveled with him wherever his work took
him. She continued to make a home—anywhere
—until 1944. Their son Larry, born in 1939, traveled with them. In 1947 Aaron Conner quit contract work for the government and returned to
Roanoke to a home they had built in 1941.
The firm established its home base in Roanoke and began bidding work for city and county
governments, as well as Public Service Authorities and private work. Starting with seven employees, they now have over 70 highly proficient
workers who make up seven crews. These crews
travel and build within a 200 miles radius of
Roanoke.
"Everyone likes to build his own domain,"
says Conner. The business succeeds, he believes, because "we have a handle on it. We do it
more efficiently. We do a better job because our
people are experts. We take on only what we
know we have time to do correctly, and we
choose carefully the projects we bid for."
His positive outlook apparently pays off.
Asked what troubles he recalled, he said. "I do
not remember any pitfalls. We have never had a
fatality or any disasters.
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"Our construction superintendents are our
key people. We are very selective in bringing a
new superintendent aboard. We normally observe a potential superintendent for several
years with his employer, prior to offering him a
position with our company," Conner explained.
"Once we employ a superintendent, they seldom
leave us. Our company provices good benefits
as well as a good incentive program. A number
of our employees have been with us for the past
20-28 years."
Son Larry G. Conner is the Secretary-Treasurer of the Company. Larry learned the basics of
construction operation while in high school and
college by working each summer on construction jobs. He married Ida Jane Eswick in 1962.
Ida Jane, a graduate of Roanoke College, taught
in the Roanoke Public Schools. They now have
four children. Larry, after graduating in 1963
from Virginia Tech with a degree in civil engineering, began working full time with the company. He has the responsibility as General Manager of all construction projects
Daughter Linda, a graduate of Carson-Newman, became a high school English teacher, and
her husband. Kenneth Duffield—after their marriage and two years of service with the Coast
Guard—became a superintendent of one of the
Conner crews.
The Duffields have followed the nomadic pattern set by her parents in their early married
years. Linda and Ken and their three children
live in a mobile home and move every two years
or so as the crew finishes a project and goes on
to the next. In those two years, the children enter
the public schools and the family takes part in
the community life. They currently live in New
Hope where Duffield supervises work on an Augusta County sewage system in Craigville.
"The success we have had in the construction
industry is the result of the loyalty of the people
in our organization as well as a great host of
friends around us." Conner says. "The person
who has made the greatest contribution is my
wife Lila, who has displayed an understanding
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attitude in our family and Christian life, as well
as serving as Vice President of our company."
Aaron Conner joined the AGC of Virginia in
1957, several years after its reorganization in
1951, when there were fewer than 50 members.
He remembers the offices in the Hotel Richmond
West (formerly Hotel King Carter) just off Capitol Square in Richmond. Meetings were limited
largely to the two conventions, one in mid-year
and another in January Some areas, such as
Richmond, had occasional local meetings, but
the state committees met only twice a year at
the two conventions.
One of the most helpful changes, Conner
noted, was the institution of the AGC of Virginia
districts (now numbering ten) with regular district meetings. "Every area in the state is different, and our members need to deal with their
own local architects and contractors. " Other
beneficial changes he has seen include the upsurge in membership development and the increase in office personnel, including the regional
directors.
Aaron Conner was elected President of the
AGC of Virginia for 1967-68 and was granted the
Honorary AGC Award in 1976 for outstanding
contributions to the construction industry.
Conner was elected to the National Board of
Directors of the Associated General Contractors
of America in 1968. He has served four threeyear terms in that office. As a Life Director, he
will continue to have input on national policy
and attend the national board meetings. "I enjoy
them. It's like a homecoming each time, looking
forward to seeing the same people from across
the country." he claims.
Conner also has served on the national AGC's
Membership Development Committee for 15
years, the Coordinating Committee of the Municipal Utilities Division, and the Joint Committee
of AGC and the American Public Works Association.
Conner has been a principal in several companies associated with the construction industry as new approaches are tried and new ser-

11

vices developed. Currently, he is President of
Aaron J. Conner General Contractor, Inc.; President of Salem Concrete Products Company; and
Vice President and Treasurer of Tennessee Forging Steel. He also serves on the Advisory Board
of the First National Exchange Bank of Virginia.
Salem Concrete Products Company was
formed in 1971 and now fabricates more than 50
different products including manholes, catch
basins, head walls, etc., all made at the plant in
Salem. Conner points out, "These can be done in
one location at far less cost than on the job, and
we deliver them within a 250 mile radius Beyond that, freight would be prohibitive."
Tennessee Forging Steel was formed in 1967
After good years in the early 1970s, the firm filed
for bankruptcy under Chapter 11, Conner and a
group recently put up funds to reactivate the
firm and its three plants. They since have t r i m med the operation to the most profitable plant in
Tennessee. "The steel market is soft," Conner
points out, "but we think we'll be able to make
the company go again."
The needs of Conner's company, his national
AGC commitments, and interest in attending
trade shows have made it practical for Conner
and two other businessmen to form Hokie Airco,
Inc., to provide their own air transportation.
They use a Mitsubishi MU-2F which seats seven
and travels 280 mph, A pilot is on their permanent payroll. The plane is used for quick personal
contact with the Conner's contracting projects,
and for business and organization meetings

Automotive

across the country. He also uses it to serve
organizations and causes he believes in. and for
family vacations.
An undergirding force in the Conner family life
and service to the community has been the Baptist Church. Conner points out that he met his
wife there. He has been active in the life of the
church for 67 years. He currently teaches the
Beacon Bible Class at the Green Ridge Baptist
Church, Roanoke, and is on the board of the
Baptist Children's Home. Lila Conner has been
church librarian at Green Ridge church for 14
years.
What would Conner's goals be for the AGC of
Virginia in the future'' He feels legislative matters are vital to contractors. "We now have good
rapport with our legislators and other government officials and real input into legislation
affecting contractors." but he would like to see a
budget of a million dollars, much of it for legislative programs.
Another goal would be the publication of a
monthly magazine by the AGC of Virginia to be
one voice for the construction industry in Virginia.
He would like to see our membership grow
from the current 600 to 1,000 by 1990. He says,
"Virginia still has a number of contractors who
do not belong to the AGC. They say, 'We don't
want to belong because you don't do anything
for US ' We need to show them what we do.
Recently, on the legislation of Workmen's Compensation, we interceded and had it settled, and

Construction

Generaior Sets

saved untold dollars for every contractor in
Virginia.
"That's only one small part of what we've
done for them. We need to show them that membership in AGC does not cost, it pays!"

Industrial

Marine Diesel Engines

Cummins Mid-Atlantic, Inc.
p. O. Box 34628

Richmond, VA (General Office)
Richmond, VA

3900 Deepwat«r Terminal Road
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804/232 789i

Roanoke, VA
Baltimore, MD

Richmond, Virginia 23234

Virginia Beach, VA
804/460-3751
Baltimore, MD (Industrial Branch) 301/644-6500

703/362-1673
301/644-6500
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Construction

Projects Still Are NOT

Safe

Playgrounds

Now that the out-of-school season is with us
again, contractors face once more the hazards
and potential lawsuits brought about by children who are attracted to construction sites.
AGC of Virginia has a supply ot a bright red
and black folder entitled "Construction Sitesare
Not Safe Playgrounds." A portion of the contents is shown herewith. The cover and illustra-

tion are in a vivid red, with most of the message
in black. Space is provided for a purchaser's
additional information and company imprint on
an inside page and on the rear cover.
This DANGER FOLDER is available from the
Associated General Contractors of Virginia. Inc.
P.O. Box 6775, Richmond, VA 23230. Phone 3599288. The cost is S2.00 for 25 copies
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Your children may need to be reminded of these
few helpful hints...
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Watch out for heavy equipment.
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Don't get too close to excavations.

C. Leonard Willis,
Inc.
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Please don't play on dirt
and sandpiles.

Best of all, please keep children
completely off the construction site.
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Congressional Luncheon Draws
Crowd of Legislators and Members
All but one of Virginia's Senators and Representatives attended the Congressional Luncfieon on May 14 at ttie Capitol Hill Club in
Wasfiington, D C , and nearly 100 of AGC/Va.'s
members and friends were ttiere to greet them.
Senators Byrd and Warner both told the group
that the passage of the budget resolution only
clears the way for the real
budget w o r k preparing authorization bills that fit the spending limits set in the resolution.
Representative W. C. "Dan" Daniel, Host Congressman for the event and Virginia's only
"Changeless" U.S. Rep. W. C. "Dan"
was the Host Congressman.

Democratic legislator, said he hadn't changed
his political philosophy, but the Republicans
apparently had changed theirs, since they and
he. more often than not, vote together these
days.
Dick Creighton. Executive Director of National
AGC's Congressional Relations, spoke to the
group briefly. With him were Jim Cromwell.
Ingrid Voorhees. and Susan Loomis, also of the
Legislative Division. (Photography by Vince
Finnigan & Associates)

Daniel

A GC of Virginia President Herbert H. (Sandy) Frazier welcomes Senator
Harry F Byrd. Jr. as James F Duckhardt, Executive Director
ofAGC/Va.
looks on.

Senator John W. Warner was greeted by AGC National Director.
M. Dunville of Robt. M. Dunville & Bros.. Inc.. Richmond.
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Representative G. William Whitehurst and Senator Harry F. Byrd. Jr.
exchange a handshake as Susan J. Loomis. Assistant Director, Legislative Services at National AGC Office looks on.

Representative M. Caldwell Butler talks with Dave Reed of J. IV, Hancock. Jr., Salem.

Representative "Dan" Daniel and W. H. (Bill) Shelhorse of John IV. Daniel
& Co., Inc.. Danville, strike their best pose.

LI

Members and legislators enjoy good food and conversation. In the photo at left, seated to right of center (back to window) is Representative
Trible Jr. The right photo includes Representative Tom Bliley (far right) and Representative Frank R. Wolf (left back).
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Richard J . Funk
Builder, Inc.
General Contractor

Dial 293-5845

Route 3 Box 130
Charlottesville, Va. 22901

J. Lawson Jones
Construction Co., Inc.
Roads & Bridges
P.O. Box 696
Phone 374-8342
C L A R K S V I L L E , VA. 23927

Industry Plans Joint Effort
On Construction Legislation
"Politics becomes the business of business,"
said U.S. Chamber of Commerce Vice Chairman
Donald M. Kendall recently. Blame for the nation's economic ailments, he claims, must be
shared by business people who haven't become
involved in politics.
A similar theme has been echoed throughout
Virginia by AGC/Va President Sandy Frazier. In
his talks to the districts, he has stressed the
importance of legislative and political involvement by the AGC and by each member. He has
emphasized his belief in the need for unified
action by the entire construction industry in
legislative and/or political activities.
To determine the interest of leaders in other
construction related associations in Virginia, he
wrote a letter to presidents of 20 such associations, and received positive replies from the 19
listed below:
American Subcontractors Assoc. of Va.
Associated Builders & Contractors
Builders & Contrs. Exchange, Norfolk
Builders Exchange of Richmond
Brick Institute of Virginia
Consulting Engineers Council of Va.
Heavy Construction Contractors Assn.
Home Builders Association of Va.
Lumber Manufacturers Assn. of Va.
Masonry Contractors Assoc. of Va.
National Electrical Contrs, Assn./Va.
Peninsula Builders Association
Va. Aggregates Association, Inc.
Va. Assn. Plumb,/Heat./Cool. Contrs.
Va. Building Materials Association
Va. Ready Mixed Concrete Association
Va. Road & Transportation Association
Va. Society, Am. Inst, of Architects
Va. Society of Professional Engineers

These associations represent 8,000 member
firms.
President Frazier suggested a meeting to discuss what could be done to increase the effectiveness of the construction industry in the
political and legislative process. Heemphasized
the importance of joint action and that he felt the
timing was right. Their responses indicated
complete agreement and the need for further
discussion.
A meeting of the presidents, legislative chairmen, and staff of all the associations above was
scheduled for July. A tentative name for this
group is the Virginia Construction Industry
Council.
In order that the initial meeting of the VCIC be
meaningful, a planning session was held June
11 in Richmond. Aselectcommittee met to focus
on procedures and agenda for the VCIC meeting
in July. President Frazier introduced Senator
Bill Parkerson and Delegate Bill Axelle, both of
Richmond. These legislators explained the role
of an association in lobbying. They also expanded on the very real impact a unified voice
could have for the construction industry. They
warned against trying to become too powerful
and exerting too much pressure, but felt the
number of members involved could be a very
persuasive force. This influence, they claimed,
used properly, could benefit the construction
industry and the legislators alike.
Following their remarks the committee got
down to the business of the agenda for the July
meeting. Various methods and alternatives for
developing a united effort were explored. In
July, the representatives attending will target in
on the ideas which resulted from this planning
session.

"Wc Arc An Equal Opportunity Employer"

E . T. Gresham
Co., Inc.
1038-1068 West 26th St.
Telephone (804) 627-4583

S. Lewis Lionberger Co.

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION
MOTO-CRANE SERVICE &
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HEAVY HAULING
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Avoidance of Contracts Litigation
by

Jon M. Wick wire
The world of contracts today presents a picture of frequent, if not
constant, litigation. Large contract after large contract for supply systems or construction seems destined for the courts.
Further, the private and public sectors appear to be willing to perpetuate this circumstance. Such litigation means the expenditure of substantial monies and resources. This also means that energies are diverted
which would otherwise benefit the business organization. The judicial
system and the public may not continue to pay such a price. In addition,
business efficiency cannot be served by such controversy. The purpose of
this section is to address the dilemma of the contract manager and
contracts lawyer and to provide concrete assistance in avoiding
contracts
litigation.
To have some understanding of the extent of the problem, we start our
analysis by addressing what seems to be an explosion in litigation in the
contracts field. What is the cause for the recent increase of suits in
contract litigation?
We might also ask the cause for crime and the cause for the overall
increase in the number of lawyers. In the case of crime, we can look to
such traditional answers as slums, poverty, the breakdown of the family
unit, and the increasing permissiveness of society. In the case of the
increase in the number of lawyers, we might look to such causes as the
lawyers required to serve the expansion of federal, state and municipal
agencies to regulate previously unmonitored areas, the lawyers required
to service the increased rights and representation before the bar on behalf
of indigents and criminal defendants, and the increased number of lawyers in the marketplace (created by the greater proportion of recent
student population pursuing higher education such as law school rather
than traditional blue-collar pursuits.)
The growth in contracts litigation also can be traced in part to such
major causes such as inflation and the high cost of obtaining money. Both
inflation and high interest rates provide a strong incentive for the party
who will have to pay the money to hold onto the money as long as
possible. We can also identify such contributory factors as the increased
visibility into contract performance and defects in contract performance
provided by modern data systems: the recent willingness of sellers and
buyers to pursue malpractice (or professional negligence) claims against
architects, engineers and inspection firms: and the increased number of
lawyers available in the business marketplace for litigating contract
disputes.

unnecessary claims and litigation. Both the contracts lawyer and the
contracts manager have a very significant role to play in this process.
Those companies (known to the author) in the national construction
field in the last twenty years which appeared to adopt a policy of turning
every project into a major claim (rather than making a major claim where
the facts and circumstances of the case required such a claim) have
simply not survived. While it is possible that the proprietors of such
organizations reaped substantial dividends before the party was over, the
party did end and the organizations did not survive.
How then does one avoid contracts litigation'!' The answer, of course, is
that litigation cannot always be avoided. Wo wei'er. it is suggested that the
exercise of vigilance coupled with a rational and timely
decision-making
process may frequently assist you in avoiding or resolving a controversy
which might have been headed for the courts. The important point to
remember is to commit yourself and your organization to working through
the problems which are encountered during performance and to address
problems before they reach such a magnitude that they become unmanageable for either side,
I. V I G I L A N C E
Vigilance, for purposes of this discussion, concerns three areas. First, it
is important for both sides to be vigilant as to your contract rights and
obligations. Vigilance in this context means to be aware of your rights and
duties and to take action to protect your rights and obligations.
This does not mean that both parties to the contract should send
constant communications notifying the other party of each little insignificant infration of the contract. What is suggested is that you use some
common sense and reasonable judgement. It is also noted that vigilance
should be sensible and sensitive. Each contract is at least a little different
as is each cast of characters for each contract. With each procurement,
you encounter a different chemistry between the individuals, the contracts and the organization philosophies,
The remedy which will work in one procurement will not always prove
fruitful in another procurement with an entirely different chemistry. It is
suggested that it is a management decision and not a legal decision as to
the action required to maintain the appropriate level of vigilance to protect
your rights and obligations. The attorney may advise as to the legal

As a result of such factors, the parties to the contract frequently do not
settle matters. It is also submitted that much of present-day contracts
litigation concerns disputes which would have been resolved in an earlier
age, or disputes which might never have been raised were it not for
inflation and the high cost of obtaining money.
It is suggested that the practice of resolving contracts in the courts will
not prove fruitful in the long run, and that short term gains from the
postponement of dispute resolution and the payment will frequently be
outweighed by other factors. Substantial resources which would have
been otherwise occupied with productive and profitable activities will
have to be expended in the litigation effort, and extremely expensive legal
fees will be incurred. Perhaps most significantly, a course of conduct
which provides for constant litigation also may lead to a less than savory
reputation. Further, such a course of conduct can divert the attention and
direction of an organization and prove very unhealthy for morale. Such
effects, in the long run, can spell disaster for contracting parties from
either the private or the public sector.
The problem of contract claims presents a good example of the kind of
disaster which may occur. The unhealthy character of the busines organizations whose drive is focused on claims is illustrated by the client who is
more interested in having a sizeable claim than a profitable project. Such
cliehts develop a malady similar to gold fever in seeking some unchartered El Dorado. The gleam in the eye increases with the size of the claim.
What is forgotten is that the amount stated in the claim must be made of
real dollars (unless someone is lying). Further, the actual dollars spent by
the client, which increase the size of the claim, are almost never totally
recovered. Claims, in the great majority of cases, are compromised in the
final decision by the court or in a final settlement. Since such claim dollars
are real dollars and such real dollars will typically not be totally recovered, the object is to end up not with a good claim but with a no claim at
all. At the very least the claim should be minimized. The idea is to avoid
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ramifications of actions but management should make the final decision
as to the course to be adopted.
The attorney is not cognizant of the chemistry which makes up the
whole fabric of the procurement and he is not the contracts manager. The
company or public entity which allows the attorney to make the decisions
ends up with the attorney as a line officer running ttie business. The
attorney, instead, should assist in providing guidance to the contracting
party to achieve the ends desired by the party, namely the achievement of
the proper level of vigilance required to protect rights and obligations
which is also compatible with the chemistry of the procurement.
The second area of vigilance wtiich is important in avoiding
contracts
litigation concerns equality of position or advantage. It is critical not to
lapse into a deep sleep and to allow the other party to the contract to gain a
position which is so strong as to discourage you from seeking and achieving the proper benefit of your rights and obligations
Two examples ofttiis type of problem are money and notice. In the case
of notice one party to the contract may totally ignore the necessity of
notice (whether required by the contract or not) that compensation is
bemg requested for extra work or other causes. This failure to give notice
allows the other side to gain a strong position. Without notice from you,
the other side can state that you obviously interpreted such performance
as a part of your obligations under the contract since you did such work
without any protest. Even where there is no question with respect to the
fact that such performance was beyond your obligations under the contract, the other side may invoke the benefit of a contract clause which
appears to deny either party the benefit of additional compensation if
there is no notice or authorization (stating that extra work is being
performed and that a statement for additional compensation will be recognized or submitted).
In the case of money, it is necessary for you to pay clear attention to the
scope of work in the procurement and to ttie leverage position which each
party should maintain with regard to the financing of the procurement. In
today's marketplace the cost of obtaining money is so great that most
sellers in such procurements as supply, systems and construction look to
a payment schedule which provides for front-end loading, or financing of
the project by the buyer. Here the lesson is quite easy to understand. //
either party gains an unfair advantage, such as a seller who has been
allowed to use a payment schedule which is too front-end loaded or a
buyer who literally has been allowed to finance the procurement from the
seWer's working capWal. then the parties are not able to address each other
as equals. Whether it is called combat, negotiations or settlement, one
party has gained an unfair advantage and this party will usually feel it is in
his best interest to postpone or delay dispute resolution as long as
possible.
In such circumstances it is usually true that the party with the unfair
advantage can also negotiate an unfair settlement with the disadvantaged
party. The disadvantaged party faces hard costs of attorney's fees,
administrative resource costs in prosecuting a suit (apart from the performance costs which are being sought as due under the contract) and the
costs of financing such extra performance and litigation, whether they be
borrowed funds or loss of the use of working capital.
Perhaps the dilemma of vigilance in maintaining the equality of position
or advantage is greatest with respect to constructive changes to a contract. Here the contract may frequently provide that the seller must perform work which the seller believes to be an extra or a change to the
contract for which additional compensation must be paid so long as the
buyer believes such work to be a requirement of the original contract.
Under such provisions, the seller must perform the work even in instances in which it is subsequently determined that the buyer was wrong. This
provision, of course, gives the buyer a very great advantage. The seller
may be held in breach of contract when the seller refuses to perform work
even though such work is not a requirement of the original contract. In
fact, it is quite easy to hypothesize the case in which the seller refuses to
perform certain work which is an extra to the contract but is held liable for
delay damages of the buyer. Recovery by the buyer occurs because the

seller is not allowed to refuse to perform extra work to the contract even
when the buyer refuses to pay.
The buyer thus can finance his changed work from the seller simply by
refusing to recognize extra work as a change to the contract. More simply,
the buyer is using the seller's money. Subsequently, with the seller in a
weakened condition, paying still more costs to recover the original costs,
the buyer may be able to negotiate a settlement which clearly denies the
seller fair and proper compensation. But this is the real world. The buyer
has a leverage position while the seller is probably not in a position to
negotiate a proper settlement before or after litigation. Here again, the
buyer may feel that he can't lose by letting litigation start and letting some
of the blood flow from the seller before striking a bargain.
The one countervailing leverage position to the seller in the constructive
change situation is the circumstance in which changes are required by the
buyer which are of such a magnitude as to be beyond the scope of the
contract and the contemplation of the parties. Here we have a total breach
allowing the seller to abandon performance and seek appropriate recovery or to simply refuse to perform the work which constitutes the total
breach. The trick here is for the seller not to go on too long with the work. If
the seller does continue for too long, he may allow the buyer to get into the
seller's pockets to such an extent that it is impossible for the seller to
abandon performance or refuse. He has too much at stake.'
Of course, one cannot avoid giving the other party a certain amount of
leverage with respect to money if for no other reason than the fact that it is
necessary to operate a business concern. This unavoidable leverage is
illustrated by an actual case in which a young contracts manager was
unable to obtain the last payment of retention for the appropriate percentage of contract work and changes The contracts manager submitted a
number of final payment statements for 525,000.00 to the buyer. The buyer
returned the invoices with the stamp "unapproved for payment." Finally,
the young manager arranged a meeting with the buyer himself, and the
president of the young manager's company. The young contracts manager prepared full documentation to show the final amount of the contract
including changes, and full documentation to show the accounting from
which he derived the S25.000.00 final payment due. The young manager
felt very good and at the meeting commenced the delivery of his detailed
presentation of the documentation proving the undisputed final payment
of $25,000,00 was due.
After a few minutes of listening to the manager, the buyer interrupted
the manager. He stated "Is the whole purpose of this to show that I owe
you $25,000,00''" "Yes." said the manager, "There is no question about
that," said the buyer. "The real question is how much will I pay you."
Here the buyer is using unavoidable leverage. He is saying, "I've got the
money. You come and get it; spend $5,000.00 to $10,000.00 in attorneys
fees in the process while I develop some lies to cover my nonpayment."
This is an amoral approach to contracts by the buyer (who seeks to avoid
just payments without even a plea of penury). However, this type of
leverage places the seller in a very real bind.^ The vigilance required is to
minimize such risks and to not allow the other party to attain
unavoidable
leverage which diminishes your ability to receive the proper benefit of the
contract.
The third context of vigilance important to the avoidance of contracts
litigation is a watchfulness to determine when there is a problem. There is

' The r l i k t of ibandoning perlormancs and being wrong ihould never be underettlmaled. There Is no going
back. Abandonment Is a terribly llnal act: like a bullet. This tact was recently discovered by Donald M. Drake.
Drake abandoned the Kingdome construction in Seattle. Washington. The Kingdome was finished by another
contractor and Drake, at the trial court, was held liable for millions in excess reprocuremenl costs lor the
completion ol construction.
' Organizations which lollow such amoral practices hopefully receive their just desserts. Certainly such
tactics may be effective in the short run. However, in the long run, such amorality will be a disaster If the buyer
is dealing In a marketplace where his reputation is known to the sellers available for contracts. At best, the
buyer will receive quotations higher than those quoted to other buyers. At worst, reputabte sellers may totally
refuse to bid or contract with the buyer.

HERNDON LUMBER & MILLWORK, INC.
Architectural Woodwork.
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P. O. BOX 333 • HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
HERNDON — DIAL 703/471-4144
GAINESVILLE 703/691-0120
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no one answer to being able to determine wtien a problem exists. However, it is suggested that the use of a proper periodic reporting system will
reveal many, if not most, of the problems. Such periodic reports should
include schedules, cost accounting systems (detailing the work in progress and its relationship to the estimate), buyer/seller meeting minutes,
monthly status or progress reports, etc. The types of reporting systems
which will serve this purpose are many. Nonetheless, the key is to develop
a structure which requires managment to review progress periodically on
the procurement for problems and also to review the progress of the work
as it relates to the plan for performance and applicable cost estimates.
We have now seen the three areas of vigilance which should be of
assistance to you. First, vigilance to protect your rights and to observe
your obligations. Second, vigilance to maintain equality of position or
advantage. Third, vigilance to know when a problem has arisen.
The purpose of such vigilance cannot be underestimated. Such procedures prepare you to act in a timely manner in response to problems since
you should know as soon as the problem arises. At the same time these
procedures ensure that when you take action you have not done anything
to jeopardize your rights and obligations and that you have maintained
equality of position or advantage to enable you to take the proper action.

SIX STEPS T O R A T I O N A L

6.

5.

4.

The cardinal rule was to maintain deniability. This meant that others
had to be responsible for actions. When lower echelon personnel, such as
Liddy or Magruder, made proposals or suggestions for intelligence
schemes, the principle of deniability meant that such demands were
interpreted as the demands of people higher in the chain (perceived to be
above the individual proposer). Since no one high in the chain of command
would admit directly to such instructions being issued through the lieutenants (because such an admission would destroy deniability), then the
statements of the lieutenants were interpreted as those of higher authorities even where this may not have been the case. Thus, the events may
well have controlled the men, and perhaps Haldeman or Mitchell never
consciously issued direct instructions for the wiretapping of the National
Democratic Headquarters.
Watergate is a vivid lesson for us. If you want to control or influence
events rather than merely reacting to events, you must have the desire to
carry out a plan of action. Further, you must be willing to assume the
responsibility which is the price for such control.
The use of a rational decision-making process in actually influencing or
controlling events and in avoiding litigation calls for the use of a structure
to identify the "wrong" decisions or plans for action, to identify possible
"right" decision, and finally to carry out the plan for action.
The principle of the use of a structure in a rational decision-making
process to avoid the " w r o n g " decision is at the heart of the avoidance of
litigation. The peculiar chemistry of the contract, the people, the type of
procurement, and the events of the day (such as strikes or the energy
crisis) will almost always make it impossible for you with foresight to
determine one "right" decision or plan. There may be a number of acceptable alternatives or "right decisions"bu\
we will never know what is the
best because we cannot go back in time and replay each alternative.
However, if you can identify those decisions which are clearly the
"wrong"decisions
and if you can avoid such decisions and their effects.
you should be able to avoid many circumstances which would deteriorate
into litigation. In addition, if you can use the proper structure to determine
a good decision and carry through with that decision, you may be able to
avoid still further litigation.
What then are the elements of this structure, the rational
decisionmaking process? The suggested technique is made up of six main elements:
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II. R A T I O N A L D E C I S I O N - M A K I N G P R O C E S S
The next question is what is the proper action. Here it is suggested that
the use of a rational decision making process will provide you with a
structure in deciding upon the proper action. The concept here is twofold:
to control events and to avoid the wrong decisions. This requires the
desire to control events and the use of a rational decision making process.
One of the best recent examples of the failure to control events, i.e..
reaction rather than action, is presented by Watergate. The Watergate
tape transcripts, the books and memoirs of such individuals as Nixon,
Dean, Haldeman and Magruder, as well as the accounts of such observers
as T. H. White and Woodward and Bernstein, illustrate reaction to events
rather than control over events. This is evidenced by the reported perceptions of the participants. For example. Mitchell, according to some, saw
Haldeman and Ehrlichman behind various proposals of Liddy. According
to other sources, other participants such as Haldeman. Magruder.
Ehrlichman or Nixon saw the direction of Colson or each other behind the
Liddy proposals. In fact, no one appears to have had control over the
whole affair, at least until Dean took over the coverup. Prior to that time
there was no conscious desire to control events.

D E C I S I O N

OF

FA

SETTING

IDENTIFICATION

A. P R O B L E M I D E N T I F I C A T I O N
We have previously noted the necessity to be vigilant in order to know
when a problem arises. However, solutions to the problem cannot be
found unless you have first identified what the nature or character of the
problem being experienced is.
In manufacturing, someone from the production department may come
to you, the contracts manager, and state that the production units are
being rejected by the inspector. This quite clearly constitutes insufficient
problem identification. We have no idea as to why the units are being
rejected, such as an alleged tolerance deficiency. Further, we have even
less of an idea as to the possible causes giving rise to the tolerance
deficiency (such as an unfriendly and unreasonable inspector, design
deficiency attributable to a design supplied by the buyer, improper testing
by the buyer's inspector or defective manufacturing process by your own
people). The wide range of possible identification of the problem will have
a major effect on your subsequent analysis. It is, therefore, critical for you
to properly identify the problem. If this is not possible, you should at least
identify the alternatives which the problem may assume.^
To assist you in identifying the problem or possible problems, It is
suggested that you commit your efforts to paper. Frequently, the physical
act of committing your thoughts to writing will jog your mind and will
force you to consider additional possibilities.
B. D E T E R M I N A T I O N O F F A C T U A L AND L E G A L S E T T I N G
Once you have identified the problem or possible problems, it is suggested that you make a determination of the factual and legal setting in
which you are operating.

' P t r h i p i one of tin b n t lllutlratloni ol probletn IdBnllllcillon It provided by tha story ol the young woman
who vltlled tha thrint ol Atklaplot at Epidaurua In anclant G n t c a . Thia thrlne waa aupposed to be vlalted by a
god who would heal dlaeaast and other phyalcal allmenta
In thIa caae a young woman had been unable to have a child. She vlalted the ahrlne and the god appeared lo
the woman In her aleip. When aaked the nature ol her problem the woman atated. "I am unable to become
pregnant." The god replied. "Return home and your problem will be aolved." The woman returned home and
aoon became pregnant. Nine montht pataed. then ten montht pataed and nothing happened. A year pataed. two
years pasted and atlll nothing happened. Finally alter alx years the woman returned to the thrlne.
The god appeared again aa ahe alipt. She told the god that the had been unable lo aolve her problem. "What
do you mean." ha aald. "You aaked to become pregnant." She than explained the mitunderttanding at to the
nature ol the problem. Shortly therealter. the woman waa delivered ol a beautllul child, albeit one alx yeara old.
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UTILITIES

EQUIPMENT

HOMELITE
PUMPS. GENERATORS.
(Roanoke Only)

L

Airport Road
(804) 239-2686

P.O. Box 4306
Lynchburg, Va. 24502

SAWS

ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

FRAZIER
CONSTRUCTION CO.
General

741-0225
1703 RAINTREE DRIVE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23229

S I . Ke'^.

COMMERCIAL -

Contractor
#10664

INDUSTRIAL

WINNER O F T H E
"BEST ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHY"

Phone 804-369-5666

AWARD
VIRGINIA P R O F E S S I O N A L P H O T O G R A P H E R S
1976. 1977, 1978.
COURT O F HONOR

1980

U.S. 2 9 North

1979

BEST ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
SOUTHERN

ASSOCIATION

Altavi.sta^ V a .

AWARD

U.S. C O M P E T I T I O N
1980

R.D.U\MBERT&SON
INQ
Allstate Components

Corporation

A Shelter Systems Company
968 Providence Road

P.O. BOX 367

Chesapeake, Virginia

SPOTSYLVANIA, VIRGINIA 22553

Fabricators of Engineered Roof
and Floor Truss Building Systems
1. Fredericksburg
2. Alexandria
3. Richmond

BUILDING SYSTEMS
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As in the case of problem identification, here, also, you should write
down the facts which relate to the problem or possible, problems. For
example, in our hypothetical manufacturing model in which the production units are being rejected, you should note that (a) you have a certain
type of contract with certain specific provisions relation to inspection or
acceptance; (b) you have a customer of great or little importance to you;
(c) you have inspection personnel for the buyer who are experienced or
inept: (d) you have manufacturing personnel who are smart or stupid or
who wish to rebel against management; (e) you have photographs and
other records which enable you to document any problems properly; and
(f) you have certain manufacturing, financing, or scheduling deadlines,
etc. In short, you have certain facts or factors which act upon the problem
(or possible problems) which you have identified.
Using this same process, you should address legal factors which relate
to your problem. Here, too. you should physically write down any legal
factors of significance to your problem. For example, in our manufacturing model, you may note your contract is a sales contract and is governed
by the Uniform Commercial Code; that the UCC has a certain statute of
limitations for this type of contract; that the UCC may present difficulties
in terms of the proof of this contract; and that the UCC has specific
provisions relating to inspection and acceptance which call for certain
crucial acts to take place prior to acceptance. Or, you may determine that
your sales, manufacturing, systems or construction contract is affected
by the law of a foreign country and that your rights are severely restricted
by a short-fused statute of limitations or by special foreign rules relating
to inspection and acceptance.
The concept here is to provide some sort of factual or legal background
to assist in interpreting the main subiect of the picture, the problem. The
importance of the background is clear when we consider that a painting of
a ship on calm waters has an entirely different meaning than a painting of
the same ship on a collision course with icebergs.
C. OPTION IDENTIFICATION
You have identified the problem and the framework of the facts and
legal principles which affect your problem. You should now determine the
options which are available to you in dealing with your problem.
Once again, write down the options available. It is again important for
you not to prejudge the situation. Write down ail options on paper, even
thoughts which may seem drastic. These frequently can represent such
diverse items as immediate litigation or abandonment or immediate
capitulation.
This exercise may appear unnecessary but the simple act of having to
write down all options may open new avenues which you would not have
considered if you had allowed your first impressions to govern.
D. E V A L U A T I O N O F O P T I O N S AND T H E I R E F F E C T S
Having identified the problem or possible problems, the legal and factual framework, and the options available, you should now commit to
paper your evaluation of the options.
Once again, it must be noted that the first objective is to avoid the wrong
decision and. secondarily, to determine that option which appears to
provide the best and least hazardous course for obtaining the proper
result. There may be a number of courses which can be selected in our
painting which will allow the ship to avoid the iceberg. The key is avoid the
wrong decision, the course which causes you to strike the iceberg. Of
course, another key is to select a course which allows you to achieve your
objective on time. In our hypothetical example of the manufacturing
situation where the production units are being rejected, a few possible
options might be as follows;
a. You can ask for a waiver from the buyer for the alleged defect
asserted by the inspectors;
b. You can assert that the problem which is causing the inspectors to
reiect the production unit is a result of a design deficiency for which
the buyer is responsible;
c. In conjunction with the above items and assuming that you have
various options available to you which allow you to take the
position that the problem asserted by inspectors is not your
responsibility, you can combine with such a position a course of
action by which you either refuse to perform any further work, you
perform the corrective work under protest, you continue production of the units but without correcting the alleged defect, or you
refuse to perform the particular corrective item until additional
compensation is received.

To do a good job of this type of analysis it is necessary for you to fia ve
some idea of tfie results wfiich you desire and for you to evaluate your
options in light of a best-case/worst-case
type of analysis as well as a
high-risk/low-risk
type of analysis
The recent abandonment of the Kingdome by the Donald M. Drake
Company may have appeared to present an acceptable option to the
company because of various legal and factual assessments as to the
facts. However, this was a very high-risk decision. Once the decision was
undertaken by Drake, there was a great possibility that the company
would either win all or nothing. As it turned out, the initial decision, at
least at the trial court (which does not include the appellate process),
appears to have been an unfortunate one for Drake.
In addition, it is very important for you to have in mind what results you
desire. Are you looking for long-term results or short-term results? In the
performance of many contracts, the short-term results of an option to
have a fight at an early stage about a specification matter, such as a
tolerance discrepancy, or to have an early fight over reservations of rights
on modifications, may have very poor short-term effects. However, it may
be very desirable for you, assuming you are the seller, or also for the
buyer, to have an early fight over such a controversy to establish longterm procedure for contract performance so that each party understands
the basis upon which the other side is operating.
One of the biggest problems encountered in contracts occurs when
either side waits until the close of performance and then presents a major
bill for increased costs. Similar problems occur when the contractor at the
end of performance refuses to correct a problem with respect to the major
construction under the contract when this problem could have been confronted at an early stage during performance. Early bruised feelings may
avoid long-term damage and actually enable the development of a proper
arms-length working relationship.
Your evaluation of the possible countermoves by the other side and the
effects of your actions must also include consideration of your own
internal structure. How will individuals above you react when high officials from the other contracting party contact people high in your organization as a result of the option upon which you have decided? One of the
most difficult problems for the contracts manager is receiving the spotlight from his company's corporate headquarters as a result of complaints
by the president of the other contracting party. One sure way of avoiding
longevity in employment is to be identified as the contracts manager who
destroyed the trust of another contracting party in a twenty-year working
relationship. For this reason, it is extremely important for you to keep
higher management informed of the actions which you are taking and the
possible complaints or counterclaims which may be made by the other
side, Of course, when you are selecting a high-risk option, this caveat is of
critical importance.

E. E X E C U T I O N
Once you have decided upon the option and have received the proper
approvals, you should execute. This may mean to sit and wait or it may
mean to take very serious steps. However, if you do not execute the option
which you have decided is the best course of action for you and which will
avoid the wrong decision and the wrong result, you will lose the ability to

J a m e s W. T a b o r & S o n , Inc.
E L E C T R I C A L COtSTRACTORS
St. Reg. '14580
COMMERCIAL - I N D U S T R I A L
760 OAK GROVE ROAD
CHESAPEAKE. VA 23320

Of course, the above is only a brief summary of the various options
which are available to you in the manufacturing model. What is being
illustrated here is the fact that you should take into account the factual or
legal support for taking certain options, the possible countermoves by the
other side, and the possible short-term and long-term effects.
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affect your destiny. If you don't execute the decision, then events or the
other contracting party will probably decide the result for you,
F. FOLLOW-UP
You have executed your option and feel very good about the way in
which you have pursued the process of a rational decision. Unfortunately,
you cannot stand back and admire what you have done as if it were some
work of art. The other contracting party almost always will throw some
paint on your sculpture and you must be prepared to follow up your
execution with further evaluation and further execution where this is
appropriate as a result of actions taken by the other contracting party or
where additional events create new problems.

IIL SUMMARY
What is the purpose of the rational decision-making
process and vigilance'^ It is to give you a reasonable chance of avoiding litigation. As
stated previously, you may not be able, with your best efforts, to avoid

J o h n R. H o u c k C o m p a n y
STEEL FLOOR

AND

ROOF

Post Office Box 29514

litigation. However, if you are not willing to act to resolve problems m a
rational manner, you stand no chance at all of avoiding
lawsuits.
The key in the use of the decision-making process outlined above is to be
honest about the facts, to obtain good legal evaluations, to be honest
about your own organization, and to evaluate properly the price which
you are willing to pay for a certain result and the price which your
organization is willing to pay for a certain result.
The role of the attorney in this process is to assist the contracts
manager and management. The attorney can assist in developing the legal
and factual framework and, in fact, in developing the analysis of the
options which are available and the analysis of the effects of the options.
Regardless of the great assistance which the attorney can offer in this
process, management should make the decision as to the options which
are selected. The reason for this is quite simple. The attorney is not
normally in a line capacity. The attorney is not normally part of management which is running the company. If you want the outside attorney to
run the company, then you should make him a part of your own organization with executive responsibility.

C. L . PINCUS, JR. & C O .
General

SYSTEMS
Telephone 804-784-3541

Contractor

St. Reg. #1776
Telephone 340-7575
3500 Holland Road
V I R G I N I A B E A C H . VA. 23452

Building and Public Utilities
Authorized

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23229

T h e

Bonitz

Dealer

for

BUTLER BUILDINGS

C o m p a n i e s

Bonitz Insulation Co. of Carolina-Tennessee, Inc. #5175
P. O. Box 686
Asheville, North Carolina 28802
(704) 255-0123

ROOF DECK SYSTEMS
Wood

Fiber

Gypsum

Bonitz Insulation Co. of Eastern Carolina, Inc. #12694
P. O. Box 1079
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27530
(919) 734-4080

Lightweight
Asphalt

Concrete

Perlite

INTERIOR SYSTEMS
Acoustical

Ceilings

Drywall

The

Demountable

Bonitz Insulation Co. #3724

P. O. Box 20426
Greensboro, North Carolina 27420
(919) 275-9971
The Bonitz All-Weather Crete Co. #9798
P. O. Box 20426
Greensboro, North Carolina 27420
(919) 275-0921
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Partitions

Flooring
Carpet

P. O. Box 1284
Statesville, North Carolina 28677
(704) 873-1143
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MDRTHERN VIPOMA DBTRCT

Speakers at the meeting included: (l-r) Vice President of Northern District John S. Withers.
Jr.. ofSkanska (USA). Inc.. Vienna: Associate Division Chairman W. Edwin Cothran. of J. H.
Cothran Co.. Inc.. Altavista: Albert E. Branson. Jr.. Director/Management
Conference Programs. AGCof America: AGC/Va. PresidentH. H. (Sandy) Frazier of Frazier Construction Co..
Inc.. AltaVista.

1

Northern District
Meeting-April 16
PresidentH. H. Frazierpresents
AGCMembership Plaque to new member Val S. McWhorter of
King & King Chartered. Washington. DC.

Featured speaker was Albert Branson, Director, Management Services and Conference Programs of National AGC. who described the many
seminar and conference programs available to
members, to enhance their professional knowledge and competitive edge. Approximately 30
attended the meeting.

LYNCHBURG, VA.
845-8006

ati

ARCHITECTURAL
WOODWORK

^

<

Northern District met at the Holiday Inn,
Tysons Corner, April 16, to hear a variety of
speakers. AGC/Va. President Sandy Frazier
spoke of plans for the year for the AGC, and
Associate Chairman Ed Cothran spoke on the
value of a strong Associate Division. Executive
Director James Duckhardt outlined programs
currently underway in the state office.

B

New member. F. E. "Ed" Duvall, Jr. (right) of
DATA, Inc.. Arlington receives his firm's Membership Plaque from President Frazier.

y

A S S O C I A T E D S P R I N K L E R C O . , INC.

T O P L A N S AND S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Va. St. Reg. #9681

p. O. Box 7387

KIPWEU
TURF FARM

B O X L E Y
C R U S H E D

J. L. KidwelK Owner

G R E E N S B O R O , N.C. 27407

• CONCRETE

FILTER STONE

a n d C R U S H E D

G R A N I T E

• RAILROAD BALLAST

• AGSTONE

• LIMESTONE

• FURNACE

f o r
FLUX

SAND

W. W. B O X L L Y & C O M P A N Y

Phone 825-9401
Route 3, Box 16-A
Culpeper, Virginia

Q U A R R I E ! ^

L I M E S T O N E

ROAD BUILDING

^^^^^ 919/292-1005

B

O

X

L

E

Y

Q U A R R I E S

P h o n e 703/344-6601
711 Boxley Building
R O A N O K E , V I R G I N I A 24010
Seven Plants Located on N. & W.. S . C . L .
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Piedmont District
Meeting-May 5
Piedmont District Members met May 5 at the
Farmington Country Club. Charlottesville, f o r a n
outstanding meal. Attendees numbered 33. i n cluding several prospective members. Included
were, Executive Director Jim Duckhardt and Ray
Wingo. new Central Region Director.
President Jack Martin introduced the head
table and guests and talked briefly about membership. He introduced AGC/Va. President
"Sandy" Frazier who summarized the many
results of the Board Meeting in Williarnsburg.

AGC/ya. President Frazier (seated) seems to be enjoying
Chairman Ed Cothran of J. H. Cothran Co.. Inc.

the talk by Associate

Division

Associate Director. Ed Cothran spoke on the
relationship of the Associate Members to the
functions of the organization. He stressed the
valueof this to his company over the years. Jim
Duckhardt brought news of current AGC projects and and answered questions following his
presentation.

Piedmont District President Jack l\^artin of E. M. Martin. Inc.. talks with Pat Punch of R. E.
Lee & Son. Inc. Both firms are located in Charlottesville.

HOWELL'S
Heating & Air Conditioning
ENVIRONMENT SPECIALISTS, INC.
(Under Some Ownership)

R I C H A R D E.PHILLIPPI,I N C .

Contractors

& Design

Builders

Air Conditioning — Heating
Residential — Commercial
Sales — Service — Installation

Phone 228-8641
330 So. Rictiardson

W. Lee Highway

798-1371

Ashland, Va. 23005

W Y T H E V I L L E , V I R G I N I A 24382
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Richmond District
IVIeeting-IVlay 18

rricTu

President of the Richmond District. AGC is W.
0. Jones. Ill of Kjellstrom & Lee. Inc. shown
speaking to the group.

Richmond District met at Holiday Inn-Fannys,
Richmond on May 18, President Bill Jones presided and greeted 80 in attendance.
Otis Dowdy. Regional Supervisor for the Richmond Region of the Virginia Employment Commission, and two members of his staff spoke to
the group on unemployment tax, unemployment
benefits, and appeals. The lengthy question and
answer period evolved into a spirited discussion
which seemed to point out that, if an employer
wants less red tape, he must be sure to document fully the conditions of an employee's
release
Certificates of commendation were presented
to Booth & Co., Farmville, and Jim Williams
Construction Co., Chester, recognizing their outstanding safety records with no disabling injuries, during 1980. Jim Duckhardt and Ray Wingo
represented the AGC staff

Among the interested listeners were: Sid Galloway of Richmond. Honorary member of AGC:
and National AGC Director. Robert t^. Dunvilleof
Robt. M. Dunville & Bros.. Richmond.

t

Ray Wingo. Central District Director of AGC. presented Safety Awards to Jim Williams of Jim Williams Constr. Co.. Inc., Chester (left photo) and Henry
Booth of Booth & Company. Farmville (right photo).

Lightweight Block
Co., Inc.
"Buy the Best"
• Desert Stone • Concrete Blocks

THOMAS H A R R I S & COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers' Representatives
Quality Lighting—Electric Specialties
Strategic Office Locations For Your Convenience
RICHMOND
BILL MASON
P.O. Box 9195
P»>o. 264-2851

ROANOKE
BOB D A V I S
P.O Box 4095
Pho. 774.«029

VA. B E A C H
JOHN JORDAN
P.O. B o x 8 l >
Ptio 422-1461

BURKE
H.C. S M I T H
P.O. Box 167
Ptio. 978-4433

BALTIMORE. MD
J . H. H A L E
3900 North Charles St
Pho. (301) 235-3900

Aiitoclavcd Blocks
Dial 703/342-3411
3002 Shenandoah Ave. NW
Roanoke, Virginia

K & L PLUMBING & HEATING
CO.
St. Reg.

Johnston-Vest Electric Corp.
Heating & Air Conditioning Contractors

St. Reg. #4788

P l u m b i n g

—
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL

Dial 343-4406

C o n t r a c t o r s

C O M M E R C I A L - INDUSTRIAL

David Thomson & James Hopkins, Jr.
Co-Owners
RESIDENTIAL

#10272

Phone 804-622-1837
3119 Beachmont Avenue, Norfolk, Va.

315 Campbell Ave., S.W., Roanoke, VA 24016
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Central District President. Allen Campfield of
C. L. Lewis & Co.. Inc.. Lynchburg, and Jim
Thompson
of Coleman-Adams
Const. Inc..
Forest.

Robert Spencer from Community
Employment
Service.

Education &

AGC/Va. Director John B. Wimer of SmithWimer. Inc.. Lynchburg, acts as substitute projectionist.

Central District
Meeting-May 19
Central District's meeting on May 19 featured
a discussion by Robert Spencer on "Training
Programs Available" from Community Education
and Employment Services. President Allen B.
Campfield presided over the day's program
which also included George Costan. Southern
Air. Inc. stressing the importance of political
and legislative involvement.
Executive Director Jim Duckhardt detailed
current AGC/Va programs such as the new
Workman's Compensation Self-Insurance. Blue
Cross-Blue Shield Hospitalization Plan, the new
State General Conditions, construction education programs, and the forthcoming Seminar-atSea in the Caribbean.
Central District
Hunt. Cooperative

George Costan of Southern Air. Inc.. Lynchburg.

Secretary/Treasurer.
Mary
Const. Co.. Inc.. Lynchburg.

/ffe.

Mechanical

Contractors

HEATING A N DA I R CONDITIONING

SPECIAI.ISTS

COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL

Call 804-239-9361

2655 Lakeside Drive, Lynchburg, Va.

DANVILLE E L E C T R I C COMPANY, INC.
Electrical Contractors

INDUSTRIAL — C O M M E R C I A L — R E S I D E N T I A L
E. B. (Tom) Abbott. President
208 Craghead Street
D A N V I L L E , VA. 24541
Telephone 792-7022
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Barker
Construction
Co., Inc.
General

BEACH

BUILDING

CORPORATION

STATE RiG. CONTRACTORS VIRGINIA and NORTH CAROUNA
Main OHiem: 4 9 4 2 Ho//ond Rd.
Virginia Beach,

Contractors

COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL

Phone (BOA) 4 9 9 - 4 1 8 9
Virginia

J. C. BROWN, SR. AND J. C. BROWN, JR., Principals

B

AND
CHURCH BUILDINGS

Phone 262-6566
5616 Greendale Road
P. O. Box 6503
RICHMOND, VA. 23230

Barton & Fleet, Inc.
Electrical

&

R A Y M O N D E. PIERCE, INC
BONDS

AND INSURANCE

803 Wesi Broad Street, F A L L S C H U R C H . V A . 22046

703-533-0643

Mechanical

Contractors
St. Reg. #15974
F i r e Protection Systems

Phone 443-3030
Tappahannock, Virginia 22560

Designers—Fabricators—Installation—Inspection
St. Reg. #11424
Phone 345-9818—After Hours Phone 345-7974
1511 Granby Street, N . E . , Roanoke, Va. 24012

W.M.JORDAN
CO., INC.

LONE

.-A^

INDUSTRIES, I N C

V4
Commercial—Industrial
Governmental

STAR

977 NORFOLK SQUARE
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

Si. Reg. ff4636

1010 Jefferson Ave.

Phone 596-6341

NEWPORT NEWS, V A . 23601
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Roanoke District Joint Meeting
AGC/AIA/CSI/NECA/WIC
And Golf Outing
May 27

Samuel Lionberger of S. Lewis
Lionberger,
Roanoke and AGC President Sandy Frazier of
Frazier Constr. Co.. AltaVista listen as Ronald
Cronise of S. Lewis Lionberger performs his
duties as President of Roanoke District AGC.

Mark Singer, Director of Communication &
Public Affairs for NECA: and Republican candidate, (now nominee) for attorney general. Wyatt
Durrette.

V A L L E Y

A I R

Roanoke District enjoyed the annual golf outing and joint meeting with the Roanoke Area
Construction Industry Professional and Trade
Associations at the Hidden Valley Country Club,
Salem, on May 27. AGC/Va. President "Sandy"
Frazier was the featured speaker at the dinner.
He spoke on "Construction Outlooks in the
1980s." Frazier stressed cooperation among construction-oriented organizations in the fields of
legislation and politics.
The head table included representatives of
each of the local organizations. AGC—Ron Cro-

Hume Powers of Al-Steel Fabricators. Inc..
Roanoke and AIA Second Vice President Jerome
Henschel.

Mechanical Contractors - St. Reg. #8205
Phone 703-344-6238 - 1115 Patterson Ave.. SW - Roanoke, Va. 24016

Q. M. TOMLINSON, INC.
St. Reg. #274

General

Contractors

COMMERCIAL
Phone 703-345-0997
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Mrs. Royce Foster. President of WIC and
Secretary for Q. M. Tomlinson. Inc.. Roanoke
and Jerry Payne of New River Electric and
member of NECA.

C O N D I T I O N I N G

C O R P .
Carrier

^

nise, Roanoke District President and "Sandy"
Frazier, AGC/Va. President; AIA—Jerome Henschel, AIA Second Vice President: CSI—Byron R.
Dickson, Architect, Immediate Past President;
WIC—Mrs. Royce Foster, President, Roanoke
Chapter; and NECA—Jerry Payne, PresidentElecf
Winners in the golf tournament were: Mike
Owens—Low Net; and Danny Keffer—Low Gross.
The organization taking home the Lien Cup was
the American Society of Heating. Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Engineers.

18th St. A Clevtland Ave
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Phone 344-6111
STRUCTURAL &
STEEL

&

MISCELLANEOUS
ALUMINUM

FABRICATION

INDUSTRIAL

601 First Federal BIdg.

AL-STEEL
FABRICATORS, INC.

Roanoke, V a .
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Moving?
Please. . .

To assist our subscription department in handling your change of
addre.ss. . . include your O L D
A D D R E S S A N D ZIP

CODE.

when sending your change.
* * *

Byron Dickson awards trophy for Low Gross to Danny Keffer.

O L D ADDRESS
(Use Label if available)

Name

Firm Name if Applicable

GOLF
TOURNAMENT
WINNERS

Street Address

City & State

Zip

• * *
Mike Owens receives trophy for Low Net from
Dickson.

NEW A D D R E S S

Natne

Firm Name if Applicable

Street Address

City & State

Zip

Thank

You!

VIRGINIA RECORD
MAGAZINE
Dickson hands Lien Cup to winning team members Charlie Emerson, Raeford Goode, Duke
Hales, and Danny Keffer. Team was from the American Society of Heating. Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning
Engineers.
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P.O. Drawer 2-Y
R i c h m o n d , Va. 23205
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Robert F. Rosenbaum, Sr. of Roanoke Engineering Sales Co.. Inc..
McLean, shares handicap cards with Lynn Bays, daughter of Jack Bays,
and her fiance', Jim Feuchsel.

Northern District
Has a "Day at tlie Races"
IVlay 29

Merrill Luhman of Howard Eales. Inc.. Washington.
daughter-in-law.
John & Patty Luhman.

DC with his son and

Northern District members gathered at the
Charlestown Race Track on May 29 for the
annual running of AGC's sweepstakes, A group
of more than 40 took the bus, enjoying cocktails
and cheese en route to the excellent roast beef
dinner.
The latest word is "Nix to Nick's picks." Although few claimed to be big winners, there
were no real losers. In fact, it is rumored that
Charlestown will soon be renamed "Walker's
Downs." The AGC trophy was presented on the
field by Jack Bays and Pete Lynch.
The district will concentrate on membership
development this summer and resume regular
meetings in the fall.

Preston Walker of Preston L. Walker
Co.. Fairfax, places a bet.

S. Lee Parker of Southern Iron Works.
hopes he's picked a "winner"
AGC/Va. 1st Vice President Jack & Ginny Bays
of Jack Bays. Inc. McLean, Va. enjoy the excellent food.
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Electric

Inc.

Theresa and Pete Lynch of Marsh & McLennan.
Washington, DC.
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Valley District
iVIeeting-June 4
Valley District's well-attended June4 meeting
was held at the Winchester Golf & Country Club.
Members and guests in attendance enjoyed a
good meal, good company and "words of wisdom" from their peers.
District President Jerry Bassler of Howard
Shockey & Sons, Inc. welcomed Rodney Grimes,
principle speaker for the evening. Grimes, who
is with the Virginia State Police, spoke on
"Crime Prevention in Construction."

Valley District President, Jerry Bassler. greets
membership at June meeting.

Valley members enjoyed a good meal along with a good meeting on June 4.

HOWELL
Steel Service, Inc.
Structural

&

Steel

Miscellaneous

Va. St. Reg.

§10009

Phone 919-536-2051
Weldon, N.C. 27890
the Virginia

Customized Service—Intermodal Facilities
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Yorktown*s World-Famous
Seafood House

NICK'S

H O L I D A Y INN O F L Y N C H B U R G
offers for your convenience 317 Rooms at 2 Locations
Complete

Restaurani

and Banquet

Facilities

Route 29, North

Dial 929-6506

Route 29, Expressway and Odd Fellows Road

Dial 847-4424

Served
Piping
Hot!

Overlooking
the Historic
York River at Yorktown,
Virginia
A delightful twelve-mile drive from
Williamsburg via the beautiful
Colonial Parkway

Telephone Yorktown, 887-5269
Recommended

by

A . A . A . and R o l a n d L . H i l l

N o CONNKCTION

Dujai's Carry Out

WITH OTHER

RESTAURANTS

Phone 523-0631. Big Stone Gap, Virginia
ORDER NOW! It'll Be Ready When You Get There

PLAYLURAY
THIS FALL
Swing into the season on 18 holes
of the most beautiful
golf in the world!
For information on complete
golf/tennis vacation plans
starting at

$39.10 par person

double occupancy, write
Golf Package, Luray Caverns, Box 18,
Luray. Virginia 22835.
Or call Richmond 786-4484.

Wampler Foods
Incorporated

Two and one half hours
northwest of Richmond,
10 minutes from the
Central Entrance to Skyline Drive.

Phone 867-9221
Hinton, Virginia

J. P.S T E V E N S C O M P A N Y , I N C
Phone 483-5116
Rocky Mount, Virginia
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High in the Virginia Alleghanies, The H o m « l e * d
is the center of a 17,000 acre retort and spa. Sunny
days, cool nights. A sportsnian's paradise.
And r>ow. Piedmont Airlines oWers daily scheduled
flights from Washington, O.C. direct to Hot Springs.

HOMESTEAD

FOR THE
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ABC, Inc.. Virginia Ctiapter
Extends Invitation to
Others in the Industry

International Conference on Proposed
Engineering Performance Information Center
Held in Washington, D.C.

• The Associated Builders & Contractors, Virginia Chapter, a commercial/industrial construction trade association representing 200
general contractors, subcontractors, and associates, will be hosting an Anglo-American Construction Conference in London, England, September 18-26,1981, at the Russell Hotel, Russell
Square. ABC, in conjunction with two leading
British construction industry associations, will
be discussing a number of topics at the conference including British building techniques, labor
relations, contract negotiations, safety, legal
relationships between general contractors and
subcontractors, the economic situation in the
U.K.. etc. A special luncheon in the House of
Commons is included with an address by the
Right Honorable Tony Speller. Member of Parliament.

• The National Capital Section in cooperation
with the American Society of Civil Engineers
National Committee on Damaged and Failed
Structures of the Performance of Structures
Research Council recently sponsored an international conference on a proposed Engineering
Performance Information Center.

Anyone connected with the construction industry is invited to participate. The conference
is tax-deductible. Cost for delegates is $1,264.00
(includes airfare, lodging, all seminars, and
many other t h i n g s too numerous to l i s t ) .
Spouses' cost is SI.139.00.
For further information and registration, call
Ken Cleaveland, Executive Director, at the Associated Builders & Contractors' Alexandria office
at 941-8281.

Mrs. Sutherland Joins
State Department of Education
• Hilda R. Sutherland, a former associate professor in the Educational Resource Center at the
Nashville (Tenn.) State Technical Institute, has
joined the Department of Education as an assistant supervisor of school libraries and textbooks.
Mrs. Sutherland has held several positions
with the Tennessee Department of Education
and has worked in the Milan and Jackson school
systems m that state.
She received a Master's degree in library science from George Peabody College and a Bachelor's degree from Union University. She is a
:andidate for a Doctorate at Peabody College.

The conference was held in Washington, D.C.
on May 18th & 19th and hosted by the National
Science Foundation and George Washington University. It was made possible by a grant from
Victor 0, Schinnerer & Company, Inc.. program
administrators and underwriting managers for
the Professional Liability Insurance Program
commended by AIA and NSPE for their members
since 1957.
This conference was the culmination of more
than ten years of planning after the seed for a
"feasibility study for the establishment of an
information center" was planted through a recommendation in the September 1968 report of
the ASCE Research Council on the Performance
of Structures' first conference on "Performance
of Full-Scale Structures."
A specific research effort was undertaken
between 1977 and 1979 to study the necessary
actions to establish and operate an Engineering
Performance Information Center. The final report
was issued in March 1979.
Since the issuance of the 1979 report on EPIC,
specific contacts have been made with univer-

sities and other professional organizations in
the U.S.. Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Great
Britain and Switzerland relative to the establishment of EPIC. Agreement has been reached
on the organizational concept and the essential
elements of information.
A main objective of the international conference on Engineering Performance Information
Center was to define and address the legal, professional, psychological and practical barriers
facing a project of this magnitude and complexity.
In attendance at this year's conference were
representatives from across the United States
and Canada as well as members of the Engineering community from Germany. Switzerland, England and Scotland. The 34 member attendee list
also included members of the design trade
press, the American Institute of Architects, the
insurance industry and the legal profession.
The conference was chaired by Mr. Neal FitzSimons. F.ASCE. Principal, Engineering Counsel,
Kensington, MD. Mr. FitzSimons included in his
address to the attendance, "The ultimate objective of EPIC is the improvement of engineering
practice and the prevention of engineering failures. Its premise of the systematic collection,
collation, analysis and dissemination of information on actual performance will significantly
further this objective."

• Locally Owned • Automatic "Keep Fill" Service • Prompt Delivery
Burner Service
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
• 2 Way Radio Equipped Trucks
UNION 76
DIVISION
508 N. Church
Smithfield. Va.

S M I T H F I E L D F A R M E R S , INC.
DIAL 357-3201
Nights 357-3943 or 357-2538

C W M . H A R T M A N , INC.
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L&H Company of
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Globe Iron Construction Company
Receives American Institute Of Steel Construction's
Highest Certification
• Globe Iron Construction Company's Nortolk
Plant was certified for Category III Fabrication
for the second year by the American Institute of
Steel Construction. Inc.. a national association
with headquarters in Chicago that sets standards for the industry. The Institute is a nonprofit organization that determines the codes
and technical specifications for the fabricated
steel industry in the United States. The certification program instituted by AISC helps assure
federal, state and private interests that the end
products they will receive have been manufactured in fabricating shops that have passed rigorous performance standards.
Globe is the only fabricating shop in Tidewater
to receive this certification. This quality certification includes Categories I and II, as well as
Category III. It verifies that Globe has the experience, organization, quality control, equipment
and knowhow to produce: (Category I) fabricated
conventional steel structures, (Category II) complex steel structures and (Category III) fabricated
steel structures for major steel bridges.

1
™ ^

GLOBE IRON

M

Globe Iron Construction

'

Company's new headquarters

building

VIRGINIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT NEWS
Every Morning Bill Robinson Goes to Work for 5,200 Companies
•
While the Virginia Division of Industrial
Development searches w o r l d w i d e for companies who may be interested in moving to the
Commonwealth, it also looks after those at
home.
A milestone in the program was achieved May
21 when Bill Robinson completed his 1,000th visit
to a Virginia industry—Duramax Metals, Inc. of
Portsmouth. The industrial troubleshooter's as-

signment since 1976 has been to find out what
problems manufacturers face, and to resolve
them. Over 5,200 manufacturing plants, producing more than 15,000 different products, are
Robinson's target audience.
"How our own companies see Virginia as a
place to do business has a direct bearing on our
ability to attract new industry," Frank Alspaugh, Division Director said. "It's extremely

important that existing industries be aware that
Virginia's government is interested in their welfare and can be of service," he added.
While the typical industrial developer jets off
to Boston, Denver or Taipei in pursuit of prospects, Robinson, a former industrial engineer
and plant manager, relies only on a good state
map to find his clients.
Operating an intensive program of face to face
meetings with chief executives, Robinson has
uncovered and cut through regulatory red tape,
expanded shrinking markets, and sweetened
the capital investment future for companies
scattered across all of Virginia's 95 counties.
Duramax Metals, Inc., whose cast aluminum
plaquesdotVirginia's roadsides marking historically significant sites, and whose high quality
industrial castings are made for several Fortune
500 companies, presented Robinson with a problem common to manufacturers: stagnant markets. To assist the Portsmouth foundry, Robinson will draw on the Division's international
trade specialist who links buyers with sellers
worldwide.
Results of Robinson's work can also be found
in Southwest Virginia. The Camac Corporation
was prevented from using its newly constructed
pressure vessel because of delays in the regulatory process. Robinson eliminated the red tape
by obtaining the required specifications, enabling the Bristol firm to move smoothly through
the certification process.

Bill Robinson (right) of the Virginia Division of Industrial Development is briefed on the Duramax
Mefa/s, Inc. foundry operation in Portsmouth by William H. Bailey. General f^anager (left) and Bill
Bailey. Plant t^anager (Center).
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Robinson's focus was on Tidewater companies through the end of June,and he was scheduled to call on Virginia Chemicals. General Electric and Aetna Wire Company, among others.
Characterizing his role in industrial development. Robinson said. "I provide a link between
industry and state government. To the industrialist, I am someone in Richmond to call when
there is a problem or question about the governmental process."
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E.S.E.. Inc. Opens Virginia Headquarters
•
E.S.E., Inc., formerly based in Cleveland,
Ohio, dedicated their new international headquarters at the Petersburg-Dinwiddie Airport
Industrial Park in Dinwiddle County on Tuesday.
June 9, Governor John N. Dalton presented Ed
Sweeney, Chief Executive Officer of E.S.E.. Inc.
with a replica of a Share of Stock in the first
American corporation, the Virginia Companie,
during the dedication ceremony.

Offering a full line of design, engineering and
construction services. E.S.E. is launching an
ambitious five year plan to become a world
leader in the fast track construction field with
mtegrated prefabrication design and installation skills.
The ten-acre airport site will also serve as a
training area for E.S.E.'s ranger type overseas
crews. The new facility includes a two story
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Contractors
R O A N O K E , VIRGINIA
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American Heat Pump to Operate
From Hanover Location
• American Heat Pump Manufacturing. Inc. will
produce hydronic heat pump boilers in the Hanover Air Park, according to the Virginia Division
of Industrial Development. American Heat Pump
has been licensed by BartI GmbH of Ulm, West
Germany to produce heat pumps for the North
American market. The company will lease existing building space in the Hanover Park. It currently operates a sales office in the Koger Executive Center in Richmond.
The firm will ultimately employ 25-30 employees and will produce heat pumps with double
condensers possessing up to five tons of capacity for commercial and residential uses, such as
space, hot water and pool heating. The Virginia
facility will service markets in the northeastern
and mid-Atlantic areas.
David Peterson. President of American Heat
Pump tWIanufacturing. Inc., indicates that the
heat pumps represent a genuine cost and energy
savings alternative to oil-fired boilers and anticipates a highly receptive market in the United
States for their product.
American Heat Pump was assisted in its plant
selection activity by the Richmond and Brussels, Belgium offices of the Virginia Division of
Industrial Development.

ItaHan Firm Opens Virginia Facility

COMMERCIAL—INDUSTRIAL

102 S . Leadbetter Road
Route 2, Box 461

office complex and a 30,000 square foot prefabrication plant entirely serviced witti overfiead
cranes.
The dedication and grand opening featured a
tour of the facility followed by a luncheon. A
fleet of corporate planes was expected to arrive
at the Petersburg-Dinwiddie Airport from the
mid-West, Washington, D.C. and New York for
the dedication.
Ed Sweeney, now a resident of Dinwiddie
County, credits Virginia's industrial development
community for their assistance in locating E.S.E.,
Inc. in Virginia. Sweeney cited the interest and
assistance of Governor John N. Dalton, the Virginia Division of Industrial Development, Dinwiddie County Administrator W C. Knott, the
Appomattox Basin Industrial Development Corporation and the Petersburg-Dinwiddie County
Airport and Industrial Authority as key factors
in the firm's move to Virginia.

VIRGINIA RECORD

• G. D, Package Machinery, Inc. dedicated its
new office and warehouse facility in Chesterfield
County on June 26, according to the Virginia
Division of Industrial Development.
The company is a subsidiary of G. D. Societa
per Azioni of Bologna, Italy, which manufactures
packaging equipment for cigarette factories and
high speed machinery for the confectionary
industry.
Located in the Southport Development area of
Chesterfield County. G. D Package Machinery.
Inc. will provide technical and consultation services plus spare parts for machines. The company occupies a newly constructed 13,200
square foot building and employs approximately
16 workers.
G. D Package Machinery, Inc. was assisted in
the site selection process by the Chesterfield
County Department of Economic Development
and the Brussels, Belgium and Richmond, Virginia offices of the Virginia Division of Industrial
Development.
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Our Roving

Observer
Drama at the Pavilion
(From page 6)

time to fight and struggle within the party, to
shape it into what it hias always stood for, there
is also a time for reconciliation," he told the
convention. "There is more that unites us than
divides us, and I call on you to enthusiastically
support our ticket, top to bottom, now, this fall,
and forever."
Backstage, Robb had been working to create
a party post to take advantage of what he called
Lechner's "organizational genius." It showed
organizational talent on Robb's part to bind
Lechner to the ticket and give the liberals the
feeling they had a voice in the campaign.
Senator Emick, whose campaign for lieutenant governor had started late, pledged his
wholehearted support to the ticket. "No one
likes to lose a race." he told a reporter, "but as
far as doing it my way, the best I knew how and
sticking by my principles, I feel good about it."
Gerald L. Baliles, a professional Richmonder,
defeated Erwin S. (Shad) Solomon for attorney
general. Solomon, withdrawing, advised the
delegates; "Some Democrats are saying, l o o k
at the success of the Republicans. Let's dress
like 'em, let's out conserve 'em, let's be their
clones'. . .My friends, if we are merely the
Republican shadow and have no substance, we
will be badly beat."
The idea of the short, stocky Shad, looking
like a boulder rolled down from the Alleghenies.
being without substance or becoming someone's clone was manifestly unthinkable. He
announced later his retirement from the General
Assembly, which does thereby lose considerable substance and color,
During the final frenzied moments in the Pavilion, an admirer asked the scholarly Baliles to
stand with her while her husband look their
picture. Just as the man was about to snap the
camera. Baliles leaned forward and said quietly.
"Sir, you might do well to remove your finger
from in front of the lens before you snap the
shutter."
A little later, with people clapping his back,
pumping his hand, and screaming in his ear.
Baliles. turning to a reporter, began to quote
Matthew Arnold to the effect that it isn't genius
but steady application that wins.
The D e m o c r a t s , d e p a r t i n g f r o m V i r g i n i a
Beach, felt t h a t they h a d . for Democrats,
achieved a r e m a r k a b l y h a r m o n i o u s result,
promoted in part by the knowledge that they
have not won a major state race in more than a
decade.
If thunder on the left disturbed the Democrats'
peace of mind, a rumble from the right troubled
the Republicans when they convened at the Virginia Beach Pavilion a week later to shape their
gubernatorial ticket for November 3.
The 39-year-old Coleman was unopposed for
the nomination for governor, as was the 42year-old Wyatt Durrette for attorney general.
The ruction arose over whom should be the GOP
candidate for lieutenant governor. Vying for the
nomination were Farley, a key figure in Ronald
Reagan's campaign in Virginia last year; State
Senator Herbert Bateman of Newport News,
backed by much of the party's establishment,
and 37-year-old State Senator Nathan Miller of
Bridgewater, a 10-year veteran in the General
Assembly backed by party regulars.
Placing Bateman's name in n o m i n a t i o n ,
former Governor Mills E. Godwin, Jr. declared
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that failure to include the Newport News Senator on the ticket would mean that the party was
taking "dire steps toward danger." Selection of
Farley or Miller would leave the GOP weak in
southeast Virginia, the base of the Democrats'
Richard J. Davis.
Nominating Miller, former Governor Linwood
Holton, a leader of the party's moderate wing,
warned, "You're going to hear from some influential and powerful people."
Exhorting them to use their own judgement,
he drew on an incident from his sojourn in the
Governor's Mansion as the first Republican
Governor of this century.
A security guard awakened the Holtons with a
call at 2 a.m. to warn them there had been a
bomb threat against the Mansion. "Come on
over and search all you please; but we're not
leaving, we're going back to sleep," Holton said.
Next morning when the governor arrived at
the breakfast table, Mrs. Holton had just finished relating the incident to their older son.
Woody.
"Dad, if you don't mind, next time a question
like that arises, I'd just as soon you wake me
and let me make my own decision," Woody said.
In a time of jet planes, interstate highways,
and instant communication over telephone and
radio, the myth of attaining geographical balance with candidates from three different areas
was no longer relevant, Holton argued.
Just how far the Republicans would go in
exercising their independence neither Holton
nor anybody else imagined.
William Stanhagen. a member of the Republican National Committee nominated Farley. With
blue eyes and w a v y grayish-blond hair that
crests in a topknot. Farley looks like a Little
Jack Horner. The plum with which he came up
when he stuck in his thumb was the support of
the Moral Majority, under the Reverend Jerry
Falwell of Lynchburg.
Let me stick in my thumb here and say I don't
share the acute fears many hold of the Majority.
At one time or another in America, nearly every
religious group—Catholics, Jews, and various
Protestant denominations—has tried to muscle
into government. In the 1920s Virginia experienced a holy war by the Methodists under
Bishop James Cannon, proclaiming prohibition.
Such movements are fated to fail when they
butt against the vast lethargic mass of the ordinary citizenry in this country. It's like taking a
garden hose to the Sahara Desert.
Just now, a segment of the fundamentalist
Baptists is on the march under Falwell. But it
runs counter to a strong strain of religious freedom in their own heritage. The Virginia Baptists
were the shock troops supporting Thomas Jefferson's bill for religious liberty. Having suffered at the hands of the Church of England
during the colonial era, the Baptists knew the
danger of mixing affairs of church and state.

Many Republicans worried that Farley's
friendship with Falwell would cost the ticket
votes. They wanted the zealous support of the
individual Falwellians without running the risk
of having the ticket identified w i t h them. But
quite suddenly during the convention, a gesture
by Farley changed radically the attitude among
many in the opposition. The first ballot, as had
been expected, showed Farley in the lead with
1.195 votes, followed by Bateman with 1.161
votes, trailed by Miller with 992 votes.
On the second rollcall. again as anticipated,
Bateman nosed into the lead with 1.247 delegate
votes, followed by Farley with 1.213 and Miller
with 890.
The third rollcall. continuing the trend, found
Bateman with 1.461 votes, fewer than 250 from
victory. Farley trailed with 1,235. Miller had
dropped to 651. So a pattern was set. Miller's
strength was eroding, with more votes going to
Bateman than to Farley. On the fourth ballet, and
certainly no later than the fifth, Bateman's nomination seemed assured.
Then suddenly Farley and his wife Leslie
appeared at the rostrum. To shouts of "No!"
"No!" and cries of "Don't quit!" from around the
hall, Farley announced that he was withdrawing
and told his delegates to vote their consciences
in choosing between Bateman and Miller
"It's ironical that the same event can be so
exciting and pleasurable for some and so disappointing for others." he told them. Tears glistened in his wife's eyes. From the vast reaches
of the hall a delegate bellowed; "We love ya.
Guy!"
"As we recruited you. we asked you to stick it
out w i t h the Republican Party and be visible in
November and work for victory regardless of
who won the nomination." Farley reminded
them. Any more delays in the balloting would
make it difficult to achieve the unity "we will
need in November." he concluded.
As Farley and his wife descended from the
platform, they met former Governor Godwin.
They conferred earnestly. "I told him." Godwin
said to a reporter, "that it was politically smart
on his part and bode well for his future in the
party, smarter than if he had waited on the other
fellow to withdraw."
Among reporters clustering around him. one
asked if the party didn't owe him support in a
future race. "I just did what I thought was right."
Farley replied. "I didn't think anybody owes me
anything. I owe my supporters a lot."
The fight for the senatorial nomination in 1978
in Williamsburg was "so prolonged and emotional that it exhausted people," Farley said.
"We wanted to leave here ready to right the
Democrats."
Asked what his part might be in the coming
battle, he replied; "I'll take any role the Republican Party might have for me." He insisted there
had been no deals. "Leslie and I just decided on
our o w n , " he said.
Reaction around the floor was that Farley had
earned respect among his foes for himself and
for his followers. He appeared to have pulled a
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coup in taking the rostrum before Miller, who
had engendered bitterness in 1978 by hanging
on doggedly and declining to concede long after
it was apparent that Andrew Miller would win
the senatorial nomination.
Some of Miller's advisors had been urging
him to withdraw at Virginia Beach. "Don't repeat
the mistake you made in 1978," they counseled.
But when Farley withdrew, Miller plunged onto
the convention floor in a frenzy of handshaking
and exhortation.
The convention had not recovered from Farley's withdrawal when, during the fourth ballot,
a second stunning suprise occurred. Farley's
voters moved almost en masse into Miller's
column. Some 90 percent of Farley's followers
switched to Miller and swept him to victory.
Miller picked up 1.093 votes to win with 1,744.
Some parliamentary maneuvering preceded
the final tally as the Fourth District caucused
and convention chairman A. Joe Canada tried to
cope with angry questions f r o m the floor.
Throughout the hall delegates were remarking,
"We're acting more like Democrats than Republicans."
But then Bateman came to the rostrum and
moved that Miller be declared the nominee by
acclamation. "The will of this convention has
been w o r k e d , " Bateman said, his chin tilted up.
"I accept the will of the convention." Of his
volunteers and the leaders, including Godwin
and Governor John N. Dalton, Bateman said,
"I'm sorry I let them down."
If a deal was struck that sent the landslide of
votes Miller's way. no one detected it. Miller
acknowledged that he had urged Farley to withdraw in a telephone conversation across the
convention hall, but Farley dismissed any
notion that the phone conversation influenced
his decision.
The Republicans wound up with a ticket that
was unbalanced geographically as well as being
the youngest that anybody could remember
with Coleman, who turned 39 during the convention and doubtless added a gray hair or two:
Durrette. 42, and Miller, 37.
Godwin repeated his convention-eve pledge
to work for the ticket, and the Republicans wondered how much Godwin and his fellow conservatives would work in the hard-fought, closely
contested campaign.
Coleman had more fence-mending to do than
did Robb—-but he also had the prospect of a visit
by President Reagan, which might provide for
the Republicans this year the stimulus that President Nixon gave Helton's campaign in 1969.
It was as if some master political handicapper
had weighted the two young candidates so precisely that they were, at the start, dead even.
Dramatic changes would take place during the
next five months, but none, probably, more surprising than beset the conventions in the Pavilion at Virginia Beach. And it seemed likely that
in future conventions, Lechner and Farley would
be among the contenders.
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Martin/Horn, inc
10
J. B. Moore Electrical
Contractor, Inc
20
- N Natkin Service Co., Inc
Nick's Seafood Pavilion
Norfolk Shipbuilding &
Drydock Corp
- P Richard E. Phillippi, Inc
Raymond E. Pierce, Inc
C. L. Pincus, Jr. & Co
Power Equipment Co
- S Sanders Quarry. Inc
Victor O. Schinnerer
& C o . , Inc
Smithfield Farmers. Inc
Southern Air. Inc
J. P. Stevens Co., Inc
- T James W. Tabor & Son. Inc
Taylor Bros., Inc
Q. M. Tomlinson, Inc

36
32
4
24
27
22
36
31
6
34
26
32
21
23
28

—V—
Valley Air Conditioning Corp. . . 28
—W—
Wampler Foods. Inc
C. Leonard Willis. Inc
J. B. Wine & Son. Inc

32
13
4

Founded 1878

r

A Luck Stone Center manager can help you take advantage of the biggest
selection of building and landscape stone in Virginia. Or supply you with the
masonry tools you need to get the job done. HeTl gladly share a wealth of
information about stone. Or offer you sound advice. So stop by and
introduce yourself to our manager. He's the h i f b StOIIP ( ^ l l t P K
cornerstone of our business.
A division of Luck Quarries, Inc,

IN SIZE
COLOR
TEXTURE
TRADITION

Who could disagree that color is an
integral part of design? And whether
your design calls for a wide range of
color or a narow range of color.
BELDEN Brick covers the spectrum.
The largest selection of color in the
industry, from dusty pinks to light
orange to deep reds and blacks. Over
200 variations of brick, including
color, texture, and size, help to
enhance your design ingenuity.
Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will
show you the facts or write us at Box
910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
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